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The first part of this report (Observations) is about what I found on the house. The second part
(Conditions, Methods & Descriptions) is mostly for your information. A good portion of the second part
is required by the State Board of Home Inspectors to be included in every report.
This report serves as a measure of the condition of the house. No house is ever perfect, even when it’s
new.

OBSERVATIONS
Air Conditioning and Ventilation

1. The indoor section of the AC system is

installed in the attic. It cools and dehumidifies
the air. Since it produces condensation, there’s
a safety drain pan beneath it to protect the
ceiling in case of a leak. Something has gone
wrong with this AC because the safety pan
already has water in it and there is no drain line
on the pan to drain the water away. It’s a drain
pan without a drain.

2. The safety drain pan is large enough to

capture any water leaking from the indoor
section, but it’s offset so badly that one side of

the indoor section protrudes outside the
boundaries of the safety pan. If the indoor
section were to leak on that side, the ceiling
would become damaged.

3. The air-return duct carries air from the air

filter back to the AC indoor section so it can be
again cooled and distributed throughout the
house. It’s a 14-inch flexible round duct, big
enough for about 1 ½ tons of cooling power,
but 2 ½ tons are installed, so it’s too small. Air
return ducts that are too small choke off the air
flow, causing the cooling coil to become colder.
If the cooling coil temperature drops to 32
degrees or less, it will freeze the condensation
and make ice. Eventually, the ice will completely
block the flow of air and the AC stops cooling.
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4. The ceiling registers in the bedrooms are

installed too close to the entrance door. This
will result in uneven temperatures within the
room since the air supply crosses only a small
portion of the room before it exits out the door.
It might also result in frequent short cycles of
the HVAC system because the thermostat is too
close to the registers. The registers should be
further away from the entrance door and closer
to the window, to cause the conditioned air to
cross as much of the room as reasonably
possible.

5. The bathroom is not served by the air

conditioner. Bathrooms generate a lot of
humidity and removing excess humidity is

another job of the AC, in addition to cooling the
air.

6. The range hood exhaust vent in the attic is

coming loose. Exhaust air from the range hood
is leaking into the attic. The attic is the worse
place to dump moisture laden air from the
kitchen. Attic ventilation is not about keeping
the attic cool but about keeping it dry.

Get your AC guy to examine the AC, find out
why there’s water in the safety drain pan,
adjust the position of the pan, install a drain
on it and fix the leak. Tell him to enlarge the
air return duct to at least the same size as the

inlet to the indoor section of the AC, keeping it
as short as possible. Also have him move the
bedroom registers closer to the windows and
to run a new duct to the bathroom. Fix the
range hood exhaust vent before it comes off.

Electric

7. The receptacle in the carport storage room is
not ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI)
protected. Wherever the area in front of a

receptacle is bare earth or a bare concrete slab
poured over bare earth, GFCI protection is
needed. Get an electrician to install A GFCI
receptacle there.
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8. The porch light at the back door is used to

get power to another light fixture mounted to
the bottom side of the back-porch roof cover.
The electric cable used to do this is the wrong
cable for the job. Plastic sheathed cable
shouldn’t be installed where it can be damaged.
That’s why all house wiring is in the attic or
inside the walls. Get an electrician to rewire
that light fixture with metal clad cable and to
install switches and receptacles wherever
needed.

9. There is a length of backsplash near the

peninsula in the kitchen that is not served by a
receptacle. No spot along a countertop
backsplash should be more than 2 feet from a
receptacle because manufacturers who make
kitchen appliances all use cords about 2 foot
long. If the receptacles are too far apart, folks
start using extension cords; that is not safe
because the circuit breakers used in houses are
not sized to protect extension cords from
overheating and causing fires. Get an
electrician to install a receptacle on the
peninsula backsplash.

10 The porch light at the front door did not

something more expensive, like the fixture
itself. Get your electrician to check it out.

11. The bedrooms don’t have smoke alarms in

the smoke. For the best protection install one
of each in each location. Do not use
‘combination’ photoelectric/ionization
detectors. They’re built to a different standard
and don’t work the same way as separate
devices. Use only products with a 10-year
lithium battery. When the battery dies, replace
the entire device because the device has the
same expiration as the battery.

illuminate. It could be the bulb, but it could be

them. The hallways have them, but they’re
needed within the bedrooms too. You should
install a smoke alarm inside each bedroom and
inside each hall that has one or more
bedrooms opening to it. There are two types
of smoke alarms: ionization and photoelectric.
The ionization kind sees the smoke but not the
fire. The photoelectric kind sees the fire but not
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Plumbing

12. The flapper in the toilet tank isn’t floating
properly. You have to hold the flush lever down
for the toilet to flush. Ask a plumber to fix it.

Attic insulation

13. The floor of the attic needs more insulation.
It has only about six inches now. That was fine
when the house was built in ‘97 but energy
costs have since gone up. If you install more
insulation now, you can save more money in
reduced cooling costs than what it will cost you
to install it. These days, 10 ½ or 11 inches of
fiberglass insulation is the norm. Ask an
insulation contractor to increase the insulation
depth to 10 ½ or 11 inches.

Windows

14. A glass pane in the living room window is

missing. Get a door/window service company
to install a new one.

15. All of the window screens are missing.

Under some conditions, opening a window is
the best way to save on cooling costs. Without

a screen, that isn’t possible without inviting
insects into the house. Get a door/window
service company to furnish new screens for all
windows.

All else

16. None of the closets in the house have any
curtain rods or shelves. Just so you know.

17. Some hardware has come loose on the

fold-down attic access ladder. Get a carpenter
to fix it before someone gets hurt.
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18. A wall cavity is exposed to the inside of the
kitchen sink cabinet. Wall cavities shouldn’t be
exposed to the conditioned spaces of a house
because fire can spread more easily between
them. A fire in the kitchen could spread more
quickly to the attic via this opening. Get a
carpenter to close it up.

19. The back-yard has standing water in several

areas following a recent rainfall. Flooding kills
grass seed and leads to muddy backyards.
Construct a swale beginning at the back porch
and ending at the sidewalk on the right side of
the house. Install a subterranean drain pipe
and a drain opening to get the water from one
side of the sidewalk to the other. A swale is a
sort of ditch, just wider and shallower. It
facilitates rainwater drainage without sacrificing
appearance.
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CONDITIONS, METHODS &
DESCRIPTIONS
20. All utilities were available. The water
pressure was measured at 80 psi.
21. The skies were overcast. There was a heavy
rainfall recently. Temperatures ranged from
the high 60’s to the low 70’s.
22. I inspected all 9 systems of the house, as
such systems are described by the standards
of Practice of the State Board of Home
Inspectors.
23. The air conditioning and insulation systems
are deficient, as described elsewhere in this
report.
24. This is a wood framed house built upon a
poured concrete footing, foundation and
floor.
25. The ceiling/roof structure consists of
individual wood members cut and joined
together onsite.
26. The roof is decked with plywood.
27. The carport columns are constructed of solid
wood.
28. I entered the attic to inspect it.
29. Brick veneer is installed as exterior wall
finish. A vinyl product designed to look like
wood beveled siding is installed on the
carport walls.
30. The roof covering consists of laminated
(architectural) strip shingles.
31. I mounted the roof to inspect it.
32. The fresh water distribution system uses
copper tubing. The main supply line is
buried so I don’t know what it’s made from.

33. The DWV (drain/waste/vent) system uses
PVC pipe. The building drain is buried so I
don’t know what material it’s made of.
34. The water heater is a storage type appliance
with a capacity of 50 gallons and a thermal
input of 4,500 watts. It’s installed in the
carport storage room.
35. This is an all-electric home, so there’s no
natural gas service.
36. The main water shut off valve is on the left
side of the house.
37. The electrical service is 120/240 volt, 200
amps.
38. Electrical power is distributed via type NM
cables, commonly referred to in the trades
as romex cable.
39. The circuit breaker panel is installed in the
carport storage room.
40. There’s a smoke alarm in the hallway, but
that’s all.
41. A centrally ducted HVAC (heating,
ventilation, air conditioning) system is
installed. It serves all rooms of the house,
except the bathroom.
42. About 5 inches of loose fill fiberglass
insulates the conditioned space of the house
from the attic. There is no vapor retarder
installed at the ceiling level
43. The kitchen appliances include a cooking
range, stove, range hood, microwave oven and
refrigerator.
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Thank you for selecting Sherlock to perform your home inspection. If you have any questions regarding
the inspection report, please feel free to contact me.
Sincerely,
___________________________
Marc B LeBlanc
Licensed Home Inspector #10291
Sherlock Inspection
www.sherlockinspection.com
marc@sherlockinspection.com
337 984-8882 sales (voice)
337 255-6815 Inspector (text only)
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